Abstract-The self-discharge of an electrochemical capacitor, also referred to as a supercapacitor, is an important factor in determining the duration of maintaining stored energy, especially in low-duty-cycle applications. The study of self-discharge is conducted as follows: first, the self-discharge is characterized by measuring the decline of open-circuit voltage of the electrochemical capacitor. Second, the mechanisms of self-discharge, leakage current, and diffusion of ions at the electrode-electrolyte interfaces are modeled by an electrical equivalent circuit. The equivalent circuit elements are experimentally determined according to the self-discharge time behavior. In addition, the dependence of the self-discharge parameters on both temperature and initial voltage across the electrochemical capacitor is described in detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
O VER years, electrochemical capacitors have acquired many names coined by manufacturers including supercapacitors, ultracapacitors, double-layer capacitors, etc.
Electrochemical capacitors are used more and more for storing electrical energy in different fields, for example, in communications, electric and hybrid vehicles, etc. They offer interesting electrical characteristics and high-lifetime cycling compared to that of batteries [1] , [2] .
An electrochemical capacitor stores energy by two processes. The main process is by the separation of positive and negative charges at the interfaces between the electrode and the electrolyte. This phenomenon is called double-layer capacitance. The second technique stores charge by reversible Faradic redox processes (electron-transfer reactions between the electrodes and the electrolyte) [3] , [4] . These components can lose their stored energy fast compared to chemical cells, particularly at high temperatures and voltages [5] . Since self-discharge is an important indicator to quantify the performances of an electrochemical capacitor (aging, energetic efficiency, etc.), we are interested in studying this phenomenon in detail under different constraints such as thermal and potential. This paper illustrates the behavior of self-discharge in symmetric electrochemical capacitors, which are carbon-based with organic electrolyte. The self-discharge is interpreted and modeled by its mechanisms using various approaches, one of which is new. In order to generalize our experimental study, we have examined the self-discharge of commercial electrochemical capacitors, which have different capacities and rated voltages, and are produced by different manufacturers. The components studied in this paper will be called A, B, and C, as shown in Table I . Components A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 are fabricated using the same technology.
II. CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING OF THE ELECTROCHEMICAL CAPACITOR
The electrochemical capacitor can be presented by various equivalent circuits based on physical phenomena. However, in power electronics, we often employ the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1 . This circuit models an electrochemical capacitor by two time constants. The R 1 C 1 cell is the main branch that determines energy evolution during charge and discharge cycles in power electronics applications (charge and discharge in a few seconds). It is called an immediate branch. The R 2 C 2 cell is the delayed branch; it completes the first cell in long time range and describes the internal energy distribution at the end of the charge (or discharge).
The immediate parameters can be identified by passing a high-charge current, while delayed parameters can be identified by measuring the open-circuit voltage [6] .
The differential capacitance C 1 (u) is presented by two capacitances: a constant capacitance C 0 and a linear voltagedependent capacitance k
(1) Fig. 1 . Two-branch model of an electrochemical capacitor.
TABLE II EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS OF CAPACITOR A 1
The resistance R 1 can be determined by the ratio of voltage drop at the beginning of charging to current. The constant C 0 in (1) can be determined from the definition of differential capacity I/du(0)/dt, determined near to initial instant of charging. The slope k can be identified by the evolution of voltage ∆U t and I∆t t charge of the capacitor stored during charging as follows [6] :
After stopping electric supply at voltage U a , the relaxing phenomena is observed. At some later time ∆t, the capacitor voltage decreases by ∆U . The resistance R 2 can be determined by the following equation [6] :
The capacity C 2 can be calculated after a period of several minutes. The conservation charge equation allows establishing the expression of C 2 depending on Q 0 (storing charge in capacitor) and U b (voltage at the end of relaxing phenomena). Thus, we obtain the following relationship [6] : Table II shows an example of the equivalent circuit parameters determined as mentioned before, and by using a charging current of about 60% of the rated value.
III. SELF-DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS
In order to limit the relaxing phenomena effect on the selfdischarge measurement, the capacitor is charged with a constant voltage supply for 1 h. After 1 h, all the components of the capacitor are approximately charged to the same voltage, assuming that the relaxing phenomena have time constants of less than 1 h. Consequently, when the charging current is stopped, the decrease in voltage across the capacitor follows only the effect of self-discharge [5] .
It has been found that a gradual decrease in voltage across the capacitor occurs in open circuit, principally within the first hours due to Faradic reactions at double layer. We measured the open-circuit voltage of the capacitor by means of a USB voltage module with 32 channels (with an internal resistance of 10 MΩ) programmed using LabView. To measure the selfdischarge, the following procedures are carried out: first, by charging capacitors (as described before); second, by measuring the open-circuit voltage of capacitors over a period of seven days; and finally, discharging and short-circuiting them during two days. Fig. 2 shows the self-discharge of the aforementioned capacitors at an ambient temperature of 25
• C and for an initial voltage of 2.5 V. It illustrates that the self-discharge rates of different components are different. It is noticed that components A 4 and B have the highest self-discharge rates, whereas components A 1 and C have the smallest rate.
IV. SELF-DISCHARGE MECHANISMS
An electrochemical capacitor in a charged state is in a state of high positive free energy relative to that in a discharged state. There is a virtual driving force that tends to discharge it. If a process is available, then self-discharge can take place [7] . It has been noted that the self-discharge slows down after several hours, as shown in Fig. 2 , because some mechanisms diminish. Thus, the electrochemical capacitor returns gradually to the stable state.
Three distinguishable kinds of self-discharge mechanisms can operate [9] .
Self-discharge at cell overvoltage: At the electrodes polarized to overvoltage, decomposition of electrolyte starts producing gases [7] . Self-discharge due to Faradic impurity reactions: Some ionic species in the electrolyte can undergo Faradic redox reactions, building up a concentration of an ionic species near the carbon surfaces [5] . Leakage current: There is a leakage of charge between one electrode interface and another through a load in improperly sealed bipolar cell designs [8] . 
V. SELF-DISCHARGE MODELING

A. Leakage Current Modeling
To take into account in the modeling of the electrochemical capacitor the self-discharge process due to leakage charges, we added a resistance R le in parallel in an equivalent circuit of the capacitor (see Fig. 3 ). In this case, the voltage across the capacitor decreases as an exponential function of time as follows:
where U 0 is the initial voltage and τ le is the time constant of leakage current. The time constant is determined experimentally, and the decline of open-circuit voltage is approximated by an exponential function. The Faradic leakage resistance R le is calculated as follows:
where C 1 (u) is the equivalent capacity of the capacitor. The equivalent capacity of the electrochemical capacitor can be represented only by C 1 (u) because the relaxing effect is relatively low here. The circuit shown in Fig. 3 with the parameters of capacitor A 1 was implanted in Simplorer software. The simulation results (Fig. 4) show an important error (4% mean relative error) compared with the experimental results because we modeled the self-discharge only by a simple resistance, while it must take into account the self-discharge due to a diffusion-controlled Faradic process as well. The same results can be obtained for other capacitors, but with difference more or less according to the In order to normalize the experimental results obtained in our study and compare the self-discharge parameters for different components, we calculated a manufacturer leakage resistance (R lem ) according to the leakage current (I lem ) and the operating voltage (U R ) given in the manufacturer's datasheet
The normalized leakage resistances for manufacturer A are shown in Table III . We could not normalize the results for manufacturers B and C because they did not specify a value of leakage current in the datasheet. Table III illustrates that leakage resistance increases with a decrease of capacitance because membrane surface and quantity of impurities are lower.
B. Diffusion-Controlled Faradic Process Modeling
During the charging of an electrochemical capacitor up to a threshold voltage, accumulation of an excess ionic concentration can take place near the carbon-electrolyte interface. After disconnecting the capacitor from the charging circuit, the charge stays in place (forming the double-layer capacitance), but part of the charge undergoes self-discharge due to the presence of impurities. Some of the ions will diffuse into the electrolyte and others will diffuse to the carbon surface where they will reduce the number of excess charges in the carbon. The decrease in the open-circuit voltage of the capacitor can be approximately described by the following equation [5] :
where m is the diffusion parameter that can be calculated by
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the ions in the electrolyte, C 12 is the series combination of the capacitances at the two interfaces of the capacitor per unit area of one of the interfaces, C R 0 is the initial ionic species concentration at the electrodeelectrolyte interfaces, and q is the charge carried to the carbon surface by each ion [5] . These parameters can be identified by a physicochemical analysis of capacitor electrolyte. For example, for A 1 , m = 7 mV/s 1/2 . Equation (8) can describe the self-discharge of a Faradic redox process during 8 h or so, where the leakage current is low and can be considered negligible [10] . The self-discharge is the superimposition of both the mechanisms described in (2) and (5). Hence, capacitor self-discharge can be modeled by combining both the equations. As shown in Fig. 5 , there is a low tolerance (0.3% mean relative error) between the experimental results and simulation. Nevertheless, this model requires some physical parameters that are difficult to determine.
C. Experimental Approach
We suggest simplifying the modeling of the self-discharge of the Faradic process reactions. The diffusion of charge into the carbon surface is approximately represented by an equivalent circuit. This allows us to represent the entire self-discharge in the electrical equivalent circuit, and especially to quantify the selfdischarge due to diffusion-controlled Faradic redox reactions (see Fig. 6 ). This circuit demonstrates that part of the charge stored immediately in capacitance C 1 will be redistributed into capacitances C 2 and C r . C 2 has a negligible effect. The redistribution phenomenon effect is relatively low because the capacitor is charged during an hour. When the supply current is stopped, the charge Q 0 stored in C 1 will be redistributed to C r as C r has an almost zero voltage. At the end of the diffusion-controlled Faradic process, both capacitances C 1 and C r will have the same voltage U r , with total charge Q r . The capacitance C r can be determined by using the charge balance
where Fig. 7 . Equivalent circuit of the capacitor during self-discharge with diffusioncontrolled.
As a result
The circuit schematized in Fig. 6 can be reduced to that shown in Fig. 7 during self-discharge with diffusion-controlled Faradic process.
From this figure, we can write the following equations:
Thus, we can deduce the time evolution of capacitor voltage during self-discharge with diffusion-controlled Faradic process
The solution of this equation with presented initial conditions can be estimated by
where τ r is the constant time of self-discharge due to diffusioncontrolled, which can be calculated by the following equation:
Assuming that the capacitance C 1 C r , the time constant can be reduced as follows:
The time constant of the exponential described in (17) was determined experimentally by fitting (with the software of nonlinear least-squares fit) the difference between the leakage exponential current and the experimental result during the first hours. The resistance R r ascribed to the evolution of Faradic reactions at the electrode-electrolyte interfaces can be calculated by
There is a slight difference between the circuit simulation (shown in Fig. 6 ) and the experimental results (1.2% mean relative error) (see Fig. 8 ). This difference is slightly higher than that found in the previous section. In spite of this, the experimental results demonstrate that the self-discharge can be entirely represented by an equivalent circuit with low error. This circuit is more advantageous than the model described in the previous section because it is easy to establish, and allows estimating the magnitude of the electrochemical storage of energy in an electrical double-layer capacitor. Table IV shows the self-discharge parameters normalized to those given in the manufacturer's datasheet. We remark that the capacitance C r rises with an increase in capacitance of the capacitor because the redox increases with an increase in electrode-electrolyte interfaces. Component A 1 has a relative capacitance C r /C R lower than that of A 2 because the concentration of impurities per unit area of electrode-electrolyte interface is low at high capacitances [7] . Component A 4 has the highest capacitance C r and the lowest resistances, which signifies that this component dissipates an important stored energy compared to that of others. This is because of using a technology for component A 4 different from components A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 .
VI. EFFECT OF INITIAL VOLTAGE ON SELF-DISCHARGE RATES
The self-discharges of capacitor A 1 for voltages of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 V and at a temperature of 25
• C are illustrated in Fig. 9 . The self-discharge rate is quite rapid for high voltages (1.5, 2.0, 2.5 V) and slow for the low voltages (0.5, 1.0 V). As a result, when the initial voltage reduces, the self-discharge rate diminishes as well.
An increase in the voltage across the electrochemical capacitor accelerates the process leading to excess ionic concentrations C R 0 near the electrodes of the electrochemical capacitor [5] . Consequently, an increase in the diffusion parameter m can take place, causing a fast decline in the voltage [see (8) ]. This occurs only when the voltage across the supercapacitor becomes higher than the threshold voltage [5] .
In Figs. 10-12 , the self-discharge parameters are determined as a function of the initial voltage at 25
• C. The experimental results show that the capacitance C r increases with an increase of the initial voltage as a result of an increase in the ionic concentration while the resistances R r and R le are slightly decreased.
From these figures, we can note that capacitor A 4 has the highest capacitance C r and the lowest resistance R le compared to that of the other capacitors at high initial voltages. It means that this component has the most important self-discharge rates.
VII. EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON SELF-DISCHARGE RATES
The electrochemical capacitors can operate in a temperature range as wide as from −35
• C to 65 • C. Fig. 13 shows the capacitance C 1 (u) of capacitor A 1 at different temperatures normalized to that of 25
• C and at full charge (2.5 V). It demonstrates that the capacitance of capacitor is not dependent on temperature. As a result, the variation of capacitance C 1 (u) as a function of temperature is neglected in the determination of self-discharge parameters. • C, and 65
• C for an initial voltage of 2.5 V. The self-discharge rates accelerate strongly with an increase in temperature. Since self-discharge rates are dependent on the rates of ionic transport, it is to be expected that selfdischarge will become more rapid as the temperature of the capacitor is increased [5] .
The self-discharge parameters determined at full charge (2.5 V for A 1 , A 2 , and A 3 , and 2.7 V for A 4 ) for different temperatures are shown in Figs. 15-17 . The self-discharge parameters are highly influenced by the temperature, especially by positive temperatures. Consequently, the resistances R le and R r decrease when the temperature increases while the capacitance C r increases (see Figs. 15-17) . Finally, we also notice that the self-discharge of component A 4 is more influenced by the increase in temperature than that of others. Consequently, there are principally two time constants of selfdischarge: one for diffusion-controlled Faradic process and the other for leakage current. The resistance R r determined in our study consistently appears lower than that given by the manufacturer, whereas the resistance R le is higher because measurement periods are different (here, it is about seven days). The last resistance can vary as a function of the time measurement, as we explained previously, because the capacitor returns to the stable state with time. As a result, the leakage current slows down gradually and the leakage resistance increases.
Finally, we remark that the variation of self-discharge parameters as a function of initial voltage and temperature can be represented by an exponential function. 
VIII. ELECTROCHEMICAL CAPACITOR FOR DIFFERENT MANUFACTURERS
For the same rated voltage (2.7 V) and capacitance (2600 F) but produced by different manufacturers, we will compare both the components A 4 and B. Fig. 18 shows the self-discharge of both the components at different temperatures. We observe that there is a small tolerance in the self-discharge parameters for both the components (see Figs. 19-21) .
We observe from Figs. 19-21 that component C has very low self-discharge rates, and they are slightly influenced by the variation of the initial voltage and temperature. 
IX. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
The total capacitance of an electrochemical capacitor is the sum of both the capacitances. The first is the useful capacitance due to the double-layer capacitance. The second is the useless capacitance due to the redox reaction at the electrode-electrolyte interfaces.
An important loss of the stored energy in carbon-based electrochemical capacitors with organic electrolytes occurs, especially within the first hours. This loss will augment at high temperatures and voltages as there is a strong dependence of self-discharge parameters on the temperature and the initial voltage. It can be seen that the modeling of entire self-discharge by an equivalent circuit presents satisfactory simulation results, and also allows us to evaluate the self-discharge and the losses in stored energy of different electrochemical capacitors. The equivalent circuit of self-discharge can be easily integrated into simulation software (Simplorer, Matlab, etc.). The electrochemical capacitors modules can be precisely optimized for a given application with the help of the established model.
There is a relationship between the self-discharge and aging behavior. Hence, we envisage nearly measuring and analyzing the self-discharge according to the aging behavior.
